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CONTENT WARNINGS 

THIS PRODUCTION USES INTERMITTENT LIGHT AND PROJECTION 
PATTERNS SUCH AS FLICKERING LIGHTS AND ADULT LANGUAGE.

PATRONS THAT MAY SUFFER FROM EPILEPSY & OTHER VISUAL LIGHT 
STIMULATION ARE ADVISED TO CONTACT THE FRONT OF HOUSE  STAFF 
PRIOR TO ENTERING THE AUDITORIUM.



All the world’s a stage, quite literally, in the productions of global-
ly-minded, Washington, DC-based ExPats Theatre. Since its founding 
in 2019, under the dynamic leadership of Karin Rosnizeck, ExPats has 
produced a growing number of thought-provoking plays devoted to fos-
tering inter-cultural understanding.

In Christmas Eve, ExPats uses Daniel Kehlmann’s spellbinding thriller on 
surveillance and terrorism to explore current pressing issues surrounding 
civil liberties, police conduct, and global inequality--concerns affecting 
people across boundaries and cultures. The German Embassy is pleased 
to support this production and ExPats’ broader work as part of our com-
mitment to cultural diplomacy and strengthening German-American 
relations.

Greetings from Anke Popper, Cultural Attachée of the 
Embassy of the Federal Republic of Germany

Greetings from Dr. Johannes Aigner, Director of the
Austrian Cultural Forum, Embassy of Austria

Founded in 2019 by Karin Rosnizeck, the ExPatsTheatre focuses on Ger-
man-language and European dramas. With the production of “Christmas 
Eve”, it becomes a melting pot of Austrian, German and American culture 
as Daniel Kehlmann is an Austrian-German writer who is based in New 
York. Could any other author be more suited to embody the connection 
of our three countries? 

The Austrian Cultural Forum is a proud supporter of this production, its 
enthusiastic producers and actors, and its contribution to a cross-national 
cultural mediation. We hope you will enjoy the performance!



CAST

Judith   Danielle Davy 
Thomas     Stephen Patrick Martin

CREATIVE TEAM
Playwright: Daniel Kehlmann

Translator: Christopher Hampton
Director: Karin Rosnizeck

Stage Manager: Laura Schlactmeyer
Scenic Designer: Nadir Bey

Lighting & Projections Designer: Hailey LaRoe
Fight Director: Jon Rubin

Sound Designers: Karin Rosnizeck & Laura 
Schlachtmeyer

ExPats Theatre
Founded in 2019

Artistic Director: Karin Rosnizeck
Board of Directors: Karin Rosnizeck (chair)

Yvonne Paretzky, Colin Davies, Darrell West, 
Emily Morrison, Edgar Rios

Artistic Associate: Kate Foster
Communications: Darrell West
Graphic Design: Matthew Rose



DIRECTOR’S NOTE

In Daniel Kehlmann’s Christmas Eve (2017), the female protagonist is suspected of being a 
terrorist. Judith is a European intellectual in her 50s or 60s, a Philosophy Professor with a sharp 
mind and an eloquent tongue, who “knows people in the media,” “can go on television” and “can 
speak in very long sentences.” In short, from her own standpoint, she is not the media stereotype 
of a terrorist but rather a well-positioned member of the establishment. She is white, graduated 
from Cambridge University, grew up in an privileged upper-class family in a “villa with fitted 
carpets” as well as riding and fencing lessons. 

She almost certainly is not the kind of terrorist that law enforcement agent Thomas has been chas-
ing since 9/11. What he has to deal with every day are what he describes as “cretinous jihadis” who 
are “frustrated losers who cannot find a girlfriend and announce on the next that they’re going to 
fight for Allah,” ready to “randomly stab people on some bridge.” 

We come closer to understanding Judith when we look at her past. As a young student, she broke 
out of her sheltered world, met a man named Peter with whom she went to Chile and Bolivia.  
Like many leftist intellectuals of her time, Judith seems to have joined the international solidarity 
movement and supported the guerilla fight against the military dictatorships, which were in-
stalled in many Latin American countries through anti-communist military coups backed by the 
CIA. The 1973 Chilean military coup that ended the presidency of democratically-elected Salva-
dor Allende was of great concern to international left-wing activists because it was so blatantly 
brutal. The regime headed by Augusto Pinochet killed thousands of people, dissidents, intellectu-
als, writers, and artists.  Once a beacon of hope for freedom and democracy after a long process of 
liberation from exploitation and colonialization, Chile like so many other countries, was locked 
for years under the chains of tyranny. 

It is against this backdrop that Judith’s political views were shaped and her passion to fight for the 
oppressed evolved. Now a university professor, she is an expert on the theories of Frantz Fanon, 
one of the leading thinkers of de-colonialization. She teaches courses on his seminal book The 
Wretched of the Earth and writes her dissertation about his “Concept of Revolutionary Violence.” 
It is very likely that she is steeped in the works of similar thinkers, such as Aimé Césaire, the 
French existentialists (Sartre prefaced Fanon’s The Wretched of the Earth), and possibly also the 
Frankfurt school – all of whom were at the center of left-leaning intellectual thought. Despite their 
differences, all took strong human rights and anti-capitalist positions. They blamed the unfettered 
market for the continued patterns of exploitation, human rights abuses, and authoritarianism 
that emerged at that time and remain with us even today in Russia, China, Syria, and elsewhere.  

As we learn in the play, Judith passionately points to global poverty and mass exploitation as the 
systemic forces that make the big divide possible. She is less focused on singling out particular



targets such as politicians or a political party, the so-called “infideles,” business leaders and corpo-
rations but rather sees the big picture with all the interdependencies of players in the global world. 
She identifies poverty and widespread income inequality as the problem and blames all of us for 
accepting and thus perpetuating the power play. “What if it isn’t the best system,” she challenges 
Thomas, who at first partly defends it because he cannot imagine a better one, only to reveal later 
that he doesn’t “trust the system” and enumerates widespread cases of corruption.

Judith, like the intellectual Left of the 60s and 70s, wants a systemic reform. She clearly identifies 
the War against Terrorism as a “diversion” from the still existing basic problem of economic in-
equality and social injustice. Decades after the 1960s radicals, she finds our Western societies even 
more distracted from systemic problems, which get less attention compared to the widespread 
media coverage and fear mongering post 9/11.  

Thomas ridicules Judith’s passionate arguments on today’s “wretched of the Earth,” calling them 
“old theories” and “dusty ghosts from the past.” He is focused on protecting innocent people from 
deadly killers, regardless of their motivations.In that regard, he echoes the voices that emphasize 
national security and civic patriotism, even when those arguments divert us from connecting the 
dots that Judith so desperately wants us to recognize.  

Thomas does not have time for high-minded intellectualism or the “old-fashioned” Left. He is part 
of the counter-terrorism force whose job is to stop any violent attack, regardless of the motivation, 
ideology, or beliefs of the perpetrators. He has to break suspects and get them to reveal details of 
violent plots so they can be stopped. Working through the aftermath of 9/11, he is hard-headed, 
pragmatic and highly cynical (“banks are corrupt and governments are venal”). His fight for the 
right is reduced to delivering results to his bosses. “We don’t need justice, that’s what God and 
his angels are for. We need a narrative.” And for him, the narrative is whatever elicits confessions. 
During the play, we see him cajole, flatter, ridicule, and threaten Judith, all with the motivation of 
getting her to confess his pre-conceived and preferred narrative. 

Although disillusioned by his years of law enforcement and dealing with many bad people, Thom-
as is quite focused, relentless; he is a sharp psychologist with a good shit-detector whose rule “to 
never underestimate human weakness” has proved him right many times. The rest gets delivered 
through digital surveillance – no questions of privacy asked.

But what he does not understand is the force of love, that reigns Judith in her final decision. 

Together, these two characters lock horns in their competing worldviews and debate the compet-
ing tensions of their lives. As their duel moves toward its climactic conclusion, the boxing match 
ends without a winner. And that’s how Kehlmann intended his play - as an encouragement for us 
to continue the debate. What Judith and Thomas are fighting about are the controversies we need 
to have but don’t bother or dare to engage in anymore. As Fanon noted many decades ago, if we 
don’t make progress on these important issues, we all risk becoming the “wretched of the Earth.”
     
          - Karin Rosnizeck



STEPHEN PATRICK MARTIN (Thom-
as) is very pleased to be performing at ExPats The-
atre and delighted to be reunited on stage with fel-
low actor Danielle Davy.  He is a proud member 
of Actor's Equity Association and has performed 
at numerous local and regional theaters including 
Chesapeake Shakespeare Co. (Baltimore), Every-
man Theatre (Baltimore), The Shakespeare Theatre 

Co., The Folger Theatre, Ford's Theatre, Arena Stage, Signature Theatre 
and Delaware Theatre Co. He is a Helen Hayes Award recipient for his work 
in Glengarry Glen Ross ("Outstanding Ensemble/Resident Theatre") at 
Round House Theatre.  Martin is also a graduate of The Shakespeare The-
atre's Academy for Classical Acting at The George Washington University.

DANIELLE DAVY (Judith)  is thrilled to return 
to the stage since pre-pandemic times and to work with 
ExPats Theatre on this exciting production.  Around 
town, she has performed with the Shakespeare The-
atre Company, Signature Theatre, and Scena Theatre, 
among others.  Outside of town, she has performed 
internationally in Austria and Slovenia.  She is a com-
pany member of No Weapons Productions.  Film: 
Snowden  TV: Thespian (Amazon)  Love to M & M. 

CAST, CREATIVE & PANELIST BIOS



LAURA SCHLACHTMEYER (Stage Manager) is delight-
ed to be back and working with ExPats Theater, after Einstein's Wife 
was interrupted by the pandemic. Recently she stage managed How I 
Learned What I Learned at Avant Bard Theater, and during the pan-
demic she worked on a number of virtual performance events: a series 
of short films called Plays Pandemical, the espionage drama Vienna 
Station, and the absurdist mini-opera The Lucid Wildflowers, among 
others. Laura has produced several independent sci-fi feature films 
(stream them on Netflix and Amazon Prime!) and produced the pop-
ular sci-fi audio drama, Earthkiller. She is the proud recipient of the 
New York Innovative Theatre Award for Outstanding Stage Manager.

KARIN ROSNIZECK (Director) Expats 
Theatre Founder Karin Rosnizeck is a theatre 
artist who has performed in numerous shows 
around D.C. With ExPats, she has directed Sur-
facing, Einstein’s Wife, and Pankrac ’45. Karin 
has translated several German language plays 
into English and brought several contemporary 
international plays to DC. Before coming to the 

US, she worked for more than a decade in transatlantic relations and 
cross-cultural dialogue. She holds an M.A. in American/English and 
French Literature from the University of Stuttgart in Germany. 



NADIR BEY (Scenic Designer) is a scene 
designer and scenic artist who received his BFA 
from the University of North Carolina School of 
the Arts (UNCSA). Now DC based, he completed 
a scenic design fellowship with the Hangar The-
atre and is now occupying a Kenan Fellowship 
with the Kennedy Center. He loves to challenge 
the main canon of theater, turning performances 
into all inclusive and immersive experiences. Se-
lected Credits include  Seven Methods of Killing 

Kylie Jenner (Brown University), The Agitators (Theater at Monmouth), 
The Bacchae 2.1 (Hangar) and Man Covets Bird (Spooky Action).

HAILEY LAROE (Lighting & Projections Designer) is so excited to 
be working with ExPats theatre for the first time on this tense and thought 
provoking drama. Hailey grew up in Maryland and has been working as a 
lighting and projections designer in the DC area since 2018. Recent cred-
its include: Assoc. Projections The Phlebotomist (1st stage), Ass. Projec-
tions La Casa De La Laguna (Gala Hispanic theatre), and Lighting design 
for Man Covets Bird (Spooky Action), Winterfest (Adventure theatre), 
Chicago (The Free Theatre). Enjoy the show! Haileylaroedesigns.com 



JAY STANLEY (@JayCStanley) is senior 
policy analyst with the ACLU Speech, Privacy, 
and Technology Project, where he researches, 
writes and speaks about technology-related 
privacy and civil liberties issues and their fu-
ture.  He is the editor of the ACLU’s Free Future 
blog and has authored and co-authored a vari-
ety of influential ACLU reports on privacy and 
technology topics. Before joining the ACLU, 

he was an analyst at the technology research firm Forrester, served as 
American politics editor of Facts on File’s World News Digest, and as na-
tional newswire editor at Medialink. He is a graduate of Williams College 
and holds an M.A. in American History from the University of Virginia.

JONATHAN EZRA RUBIN (Fight & 
Intimacy Director) is a three-time Helen Hayes 
Award and one-time WATCH Award Nominee 
for Outstanding Choreography, who works reg-
ularly as a Fight & Intimacy Director through-
out the DC-Metro Area. He is recognized as an 
Advanced Actor/Combatant with the SAFD 
and has been studying intimacy direction since 

2015 under the tutelage of the field’s founders and leaders. Jonathan 
has choreographed most of Flying V's shows, as well created fights and/
or intimacy for The Studio Theatre, Signature Theatre, GALA Hispan-
ic Theatre, Adventure Theatre-MTC, 4615 Theatre Company, LiveArt-
DC, Silver Spring Stage, Lumina Studio Theatre, Georgetown Uni-
versity, Goucher College, and many more. See his Fight & Intimacy 
work this summer in Mosaic Theater’s production of In His Hands!



CATRINA DOXSEE is an Associate Di-
rector and Associate Fellow for the Transna-
tional Threats Project at the Center for Strate-
gic and International Studies (CSIS), where she 
analyzes international and domestic terrorism 
and the irregular activities of countries such as 
Iran, Russia, and China. Outside of CSIS, she 
is a member of the editorial board for the Ir-
regular Warfare Initiative at the Modern War 

Institute at West Point and is the 2021 counterterrorism fellow at Young 
Professionals in Foreign Policy. Prior to joining CSIS, Ms. Doxsee worked 
as an associate policy analyst at the Migration Policy Institute. She has 
also conducted research at the Philip Merrill Center for Strategic Studies 
at Johns Hopkins and the U.S. Treasury Department’s Middle East and 
North Africa Office. She previously served for two years in AmeriCorps as 
a refugee resettlement caseworker in Pittsburgh. Ms. Doxsee holds a B.A. 
in history, with a concentration in military history, from the University 
of Chicago and an M.A. in strategic studies and international econom-
ics from the Johns Hopkins School of Advanced International Studies.

ExPats is  a small theatre 

that grapples with big ideas.



MARCH 31st  
German-Austrian Night

Special Guests: 
Anke Popper, Cultural Attachée, German Embassy 

Dr. Johannes Aigner, Director, Austrian Cultural Forum

SPECIAL EVENTS
MARCH 17th

Opening Night Reception
Hosted by the Austrian Cultural Forum

MARCH 20th
Post-show Talk Back
With the cast and director

MARCH 27th 
Expert Panel

Civil Liberties in the Age of Terrorism

Jay Stanley, Senior Policy Analyst, American Civil Liberties Union
Catrina Doxsee, Center for Strategic and International Studies



 THANK YOU

ALL OF OUR DONORS (SEE NEXT PAGE)

ALL OF OUR PANELISTS & SPEAKERS

ATLAS PERFORMING ARTS CENTER STAFF

AUSTRIAN CULTURAL FORUM

EMBASSY OF THE  FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY

DANA SCOTT GALLOWAY

DARRELL WEST

MOSAIC THEATER 
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Washington, DC Bridge Fund
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Bill Apter & Marilyn Millstone

Felipe Benitez
Bari Biern & Scott Sedar

Bryant Centofanti
Kim Curtis

Colin Davies
Jon Ebinger & Leslie Kahn

John Feffer
Karen Gerstbrein

Aiden Hughes
Sven Kraemer & Carla Hubner

Ronald Lake
Nancy Linden

Emily Morrison
Carl & Undine Nash

Karin Rosnizeck & Darrell West
Edgar Rios

Matt & Diana Rooney
Harvey & Sherry Schweitzer

Dana Scott Galloway
Cristen Stephansky

Suzanne Turner




